According to NCTE’s Belief Statements about Teaching Writing (NCTE, 2004), writing is a process and is very closely related to dialogue and discussion in which “conversation often provides an impetus or occasion for writing.” To that end, the anthem essay (writing about anthems—songs of praise/gladdness/identity) focuses on collective conversation as a way to build tools for and to generate ideas about writing.

The anthem essay assignment was used in a summer bridge program with eighth graders in a predominantly African American school along with preservice teachers taking a teaching writing course. The anthem essay, heavily focused on discussion and analysis, was used by preservice teachers in the course to practice teaching writing with middle level students. As a part of the process, preservice teachers experienced, discussed, and critiqued the lesson before redelivering it to students.

The idea of transformative, culturally relevant teaching parallels NCTE’s Beliefs about Teaching Writing in that literacy practices are embedded in complicated social relationships and that as educators we should invite the ideas of our students to the center of our literacy curriculum (NCTE, 2004). This is done by inviting dialogue and literacy practices to the center of the curriculum in order to cultivate adolescents’ own literacy repertoires in ways that permit them to emerge as critical writers and thinkers. A dual focus on cultural relevance and centering student voice is particularly important in a time when teachers must serve students whose literacy and language backgrounds may be at odds with literacy practices valued in schools and on standardized tests (Schmidt & Lazar, 2011). To these ends, the anthem essay attempts to interrupt traditional writing assignments, illuminate student choice and voice, and celebrate the cultural and linguistic diversity within the classroom.

Culturally Relevant Writing and the Community—Theoretical Considerations

The literature on effective writing instruction suggests a gap between teachers’ writing pedagogical knowledge and knowing what is best for oppression and exploitation” (p. 37). The anthem essay focuses on generating ideas through personal and collective experiences; invites students to examine known anthems (“The Star Spangled Banner” and “Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing,”); and analyzes contemporary songs while interrogating issues like race, religion, tradition, and identity. Students engage these processes all before even sitting down to write.

The idea of transformative, culturally relevant teaching parallels NCTE’s Beliefs about Teaching Writing in that literacy practices are embedded in complicated social relationships and that as educators we should invite the ideas of our students to the center of our literacy curriculum (NCTE, 2004). This is done by inviting dialogue and literacy practices to the center of the curriculum in order to cultivate adolescents’ own literacy repertoires in ways that permit them to emerge as critical writers and thinkers. A dual focus on cultural relevance and centering student voice is particularly important in a time when teachers must serve students whose literacy and language backgrounds may be at odds with literacy practices valued in schools and on standardized tests (Schmidt & Lazar, 2011). To these ends, the anthem essay attempts to interrupt traditional writing assignments, illuminate student choice and voice, and celebrate the cultural and linguistic diversity within the classroom.
Opportunities to write community may include students thinking and writing about their own experiences while exposing how their membership to particular communities affect their construction of knowledge, literacy participation, and practice. Many theories of writing instruction focus on the products of writing (Fredricksen, Wilhelm, & Smith, 2012), while others focus on writing processes (Smagorinsky, 2010). In classrooms that seek to honor student voice and engage students in critical literacy practice, teaching writing is usually informed at least in part by several theories centering on processes and products where the writing itself is relevant (Ladson-Billings, 2014, Winn & Johnson, 2011), powerful (Ife, 2012), authentic (Kahn, 2009) and connected to the lives of students (Christensen, 2009; Kirkland, 2009). Winn and Johnson (2011) argue that culturally relevant writing pedagogy begins by helping students bridge gaps between their perspectives, ideas, and experiences while connecting these aspects of their identity to texts that examine social and political issues that may be at play in their lives. Such approaches focus on student voice and less on a narrow range of textual forms, conventions, or correctness.

When students’ voices and lived experiences are at the center of writing instruction, students participate as knowing members of writing communities, and their ideas become an integral part of the learning in those spaces. Simply elevating products of writing (e.g., narrative, expository, persuasive) or focusing on fixed processes of writing are not enough to facilitate good writing. Good writing instruction, according to Winn and Johnson (2011), is focused on both process and product and provides “opportunities for students to collaborate, share, and exchange” (44). In other words, instruction that focuses merely on teaching the narrative or the five-paragraph essay, for example, does not invite students’ understanding of themselves, others, or the world.

In order for students (and teachers) to understand community and eventually participate in writing to create a better world, we reimagine writing instruction as not only a vehicle for communication or language, but as a way of connecting one’s life to the world. This requires that learners are a part of a community of writers where their voices and ideas matter in the construction of knowledge through mutual engagement, they have complete access to the tools needed to engage in writing practice, and that they are accountable for their investment in learning.

Culturally relevant writing requires that students question, reflect on, and interrogate issues and ideologies relevant to belonging to and/or being excluded from broader communities. Embedded in the process of culturally relevant writing are practices inextricably linked to who/how adolescents become in the world. Opportunities to write community may include students thinking and writing about their own experiences while exposing how their membership to particular communities affect their construction of knowledge, literacy participation, and practice.
thinking and writing about their own experiences while exposing how their membership to particular communities affect their construction of knowledge, literacy participation, and practice. In order for teachers to create spaces where middle level students write community, writing instruction is reimagined and the narrative of each writer’s life is exposed, validated, and/or challenged through a constant interrogation of purpose and relevance.

Notes on Methodology

The researchers used case-study methodology in order to examine how one relevant and structured lesson can begin to prepare students to become more critical and competent writers. For this study, seven preservice teachers enrolled in a teaching writing course participated as writers in one relevant and structured lesson—the anthem essay—and redelivered the same lesson to 30 eighth graders at Eastern High School. Eastern is a neighborhood public school that serves a predominantly African American population (approximately 99%). The researchers took field notes, conducted classroom observations, and collected artifacts from the lesson, including handouts and student writing examples. This research examined how future teachers of writing used culturally relevant writing instruction to prepare middle level students to use dialogue, collaboration, shared knowledge, and collective experience in order to become critical and competent writers.

Constructing the Meaning of “Anthem”

The first step of the anthem essay began with the completion of a word map for the word “anthem.” Students were encouraged to consider their individual histories with the word and construct a meaning that included these histories and associations created by a collective understanding. Then students were invited to analyze two anthems—“The Star Spangled Banner” and “Lift Ev’ry Voice and Sing.” Students read both and were asked questions about the songs’ histories, meanings, and language. They were encouraged to think about their own personal connections to each anthem while thinking about their membership in different communities and how that membership informed their understanding of each anthem. During the discussion of the songs, issues of identity, race, and patriotism were present in students’ responses. For example, one student expressed the need for a Black national anthem. She explained, “Black people need another anthem that describes their experiences as Black people. The ‘Star-Spangled Banner’ was not really about us.” Here, this student explained her understanding of both anthems in order to interrogate her own cultural experiences within two similar texts. She challenged her existence in one anthem, confirmed it in the other, and added her individual voice to the collective construction of the definition of anthem.

By reading and analyzing the songs as a community, the students were able to construct and refine the meaning of “anthem” while establishing characteristics of anthems. Students created a list of criteria (see Figure 1) that included: powerful music, story of struggle or facing adversity, victory, a collective group, uplifting lyrics or music, and personal meaning. These criteria were generated using individual and collective associations, dialogue, and discussion from the writing community. The lists were student generated, included their ideas, and were posted on the wall throughout the lesson since the criteria would
provide the context for determining whether more contemporary songs could be considered anthems. Inviting students to construct meaning as a community generated ideas for their own writing. Making personal connections, collaboration, collective understanding—which were a result of dialogue and discussion—are vital to the ideas trait of good writing (Culham, 2003).

**Collaborative Learning and Preparing to Write Community**

We use the phrase write community in order to describe how adolescents use writing to connect their lived experiences in context of their belonging within larger communities. When students write community, they collaborate, discuss, and come to shared understandings that require not only that they consider their own lived experiences, but understand others and the world around them. This is especially useful with emergent writers who may need to begin with their own narratives and existence. Writing community fosters new understandings of self and invites young adolescents to collaborate with others in order to think and write critically within and about communities.

The next step of the anthem essay lesson required students to analyze more contemporary songs in order to determine whether they could be considered anthems. Each student group was given lyrics chosen by the writing teacher, including Modest Mouse’s “Float On,” Janelle Monae’s “Q.U.E.E.N,” and Beyonce’s “Run the World.” Each student group was asked a series of questions about their song using the criteria established in the previous step. Student groups completed the “Anthem or Nah?” handout (see Figure 2) and used collaboration and analysis of each song to determine whether or not the given song was an anthem. Using the criteria as tools for their ideas and by citing evidence from the text, students shared whether their song could be considered an anthem. During the class discussion, students debated and discussed how their personal experiences, when considered in broader contexts of community, provided them with useful and critical ideas to write about.

During the third step of the process, students were then asked to choose their own personal anthem. Students identified the criteria that qualified their song as an anthem and highlighted supporting evidence from the song’s lyrics and music, again providing a foundation of main ideas with concrete evidence to use later during their writing.

The final step of the process involved inviting students to compose their anthem essays, for which they wrote about personal and collective ideas. This step of the process illuminates that students do not have to write alone—that they can use collaboration and dialogue with their
peers in order to generate meaningful ideas that are individual and communal. Composing the anthem essay required that students work individually; however, it encouraged them to consider the ideas of others in the community—which forced them to think about how their ideas fit into larger contexts. Because the process invited students to construct meaning together, they were equipped with the ideas and knowledge of the community. The process prepared students to write not only for themselves, but to connect their own ideas and experiences to those beyond them.

### Centering Student Voice and Considering Community

By illuminating student voice and choice, the anthem essay lesson allows for collaboration and dialogue about issues of identity, race, tradition, gender, and other social issues that impact students’ lives. Together and individually, students interrogate issues that they encounter. For example, one student in this group questioned the social construction of what it means to be a young female in the world through her ideas related to Bruno Mars’s song “Just the Way You Are.” She wrote:

> [This song] makes me feel confident about who I am and brave to be who I want to be. The challenge in this song is to change how you feel about yourself so that you love yourself.

She notes her dissociation with the social expectation of young girls and how she thinks this song has an empowering message for women.

The anthem essay centers student voice while acknowledging students’ membership in broader communities—including the writing community. Young adolescents learn that ideas are generated through considering their personal experiences while considering their membership in other communities beyond the classroom. Through collaboration and dialogue, students are involved in formulating ideas and building a foundation for writing long before sitting down to write. While the anthem essay invites students to write an expository essay, it also requires that students carefully consider a process of writing, which is largely focused on how the students see themselves in relation to each other, the world, and to different types of texts.

### Conclusion

The process used to teach the anthem essay (see Figure 3) interrupts the idea that writing is merely about composing by including opportunities for talk. Long before middle level students sat down to compose their essays, they interrogated their own ideas, ideas from the community, and analyzed several texts. Such opportunities provided students with the tools needed in order to construct relevant ideas for their own writing.

As writers and teachers of writing, we are met with the challenge to locate experiences within

---

**The Anthem Essay: A Step-by-Step Guide**

**Step One: Understanding and Analyzing Known Anthems**
- **Materials Needed:** Anthem Word Map, Copy of “The Star Spangled Banner” and “Lift Every Voice and Sing”
- **Objectives:** Students will build their understanding of the meaning of the word “anthem,” and then analyze two known anthems to build criteria of anthems to utilize in their own anthem selection and essay.
- **Test of Writing:** Ideas
- **Bloom’s Taxonomy:** Knowledge & Analysis

**Step Two: Applying Anthem Criteria to Contemporary Songs**
- **Materials Needed:** Anthem or Nazi Handout, Copies of popular songs (ex. Q.U.E.E.N. by Janelle Monae)
- **Objectives:** Students will apply the anthem criteria built in step one to modern day songs to determine if that song constitutes an anthem by picking supporting criteria and evidence from the text.
- **Test of Writing:** Ideas
- **Bloom’s Taxonomy:** Application

**Step Three: Choosing Your Personal Anthem**
- **Materials Needed:** Developing Your Anthem Essay Handout
- **Objectives:** Students will formulate a thesis sentence about why the song they have chosen is their personal anthem utilizing the criteria built in step one. In addition, students will pick evidentiary support from their chosen song to support each criterion for their body paragraphs.
- **Test of Writing:** Organization
- **Bloom’s Taxonomy:** Application & Synthesis

**Step Four: Writing and Revising Your Anthem Essay**
- **Materials Needed:** Teacher and peer models of introductions and full essays
- **Objectives:** Students will write and revise their anthem essay, building on all of the previous steps to support an argument for why their song should be considered an anthem based of the criteria discussed in class.
- **Test of Writing:** Organization, Word Choice, Voice, and Conventions
- **Bloom’s Taxonomy:** Application, Evaluation, & Synthesis

---

**Figure 3.** The anthem essay step-by-step guide
our writing instruction that compel our students to make meaning of their worlds. Through the processes included in the anthem essay, young writers defined individual and communal concerns, critiqued the status quo, and imagined a more just and equitable future. Providing writing instruction that will lead to creating critical and competent writers requires that educators reimagine writing and writing instruction, foster a writing community within and outside classrooms, and enact culturally relevant pedagogies—practices that prepare students to better understand themselves, others, and the world.

As writers and teachers of writing, we are met with the challenge to locate experiences within our writing instruction that compel our students to make meaning of their worlds.
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